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As the construction of long-span bridges such as cable-stayed bridges increases worldwide, maintaining bridge serviceability and
operability has become an important issue in civil engineering.The stay cable is a principal component of cable-stayed bridges and is
generally lightly damped and intrinsically vulnerable to vibration. Excessive vibrations in stay cables can potentially cause long-term
fatigue accumulation and serviceability issues. Previous studies have mainly focused on the mitigation of cable vibration within
an acceptable operational level, while little attention has been paid to the quantitative assessment of serviceability enhancement
provided by vibration control. This study accordingly proposed and evaluated a serviceability assessment method for stay cables
equipped with vibration control. Cable serviceability failure was defined according to the range of acceptable cable responses
provided inmost bridge design codes.The cable serviceability failure probability was then determined bymeans of the first-passage
problem using VanMarcke’s approximation. The proposed approach effectively allows the probability of serviceability failure to be
calculated depending on the properties of any installed vibration control method. To demonstrate the proposed method, the stay
cables of the Second Jindo Bridge in South Korea were evaluated and the analysis results accurately reflected cable behavior during
a known wind event and show that the appropriate selection of vibration control method and properties can effectively reduce the
probability of serviceability failure.

1. Introduction

The cable-stayed bridge is currently one of the most com-
monly used types of long-span bridges worldwide. As the
number of constructed cable-stayed bridges increases, main-
taining their serviceability and operability is becoming an
important issue in civil engineering. Among the different
components of a cable-stayed bridge, the stay cable is con-
sidered to be a significant member that determines the
reliability of the entire bridge [1].The stay cable is intrinsically
vulnerable to large amplitude vibrations stemming from
wind, rain, vortex, and deck-cable interactions due to its high
flexibility and small mass with low inherent damping [2–4].
Because the cable is incapable of reducing vibration itself,
wind-rain induced movement has been reported on cable-
stayed bridges worldwide after being initially observed in
1986 on the Meiko-West Bridge in Japan [3, 5].

To control cable vibration within acceptable levels,
researchers have proposed various methods, including tying

multiple cables together, modifying the aerodynamics of
cable surfaces, and applying vibration control [6–8]. Tying
cables together is a practical approach for reducing vibration
by shifting the natural frequency of the cable to avoid
resonance, but this method degrades the aesthetics of the
bridge [6]. To avoid exposure to external vibration generating
forces, the aerodynamics of the cable surface has also been
modified [6]. However, this method is only effective within
a specific frequency range, and it is difficult to retrofit
existing cables [6]. Due to the drawbacks and limitations
of the first two approaches, vibration control for stay cables
has emerged as an effective and practical alternative [2, 3,
6–8]. Several studies have proposed passive control using
viscous dampers attached transversely to stay cables near the
deck anchorages [3, 6, 7]. When well-tuned, such passive
viscous dampers can provide supplemental damping to a
cable without requiring external power [3]. As a result, this
type of damper has been widely applied to many cable-
stayed bridges worldwide, including the Brotonne Bridge in
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France (1983), the Sunshine Skyway Bridge in Florida (1988),
and the Aratsu Bridge in Japan (1989) [6]. The semiactive
damper has also received attention as a promisingmethod for
mitigating cable vibration, particularly for very long cables [2,
6, 7].Themagnetorheological (MR) damper, one of the more
widely used types of semiactive dampers in civil engineering
applications, has been applied to the Dongting Lake Bridge
in China (2002), the Eiland Bridge in the Netherlands (2005),
and the Shandong Binzhou Yellow River Highway Bridge in
China (2007) [2, 7, 8].

Excessive vibration in the stay cables can potentially cause
not only long-term fatigue accumulation in the cable and
its connectors but also serviceability issues [6, 8]. Bridge
serviceability is the ability of a bridge to be used by the
public over a given period of time, while operability is
simply the ability of a bridge to continue to function in
terms of structural strength [9, 10]. As bridge users tend
to recognize a serviceability problem far earlier than an
operability problem due to structural damage caused by
vibration [10], a serviceability problem can more readily
raise public concern regarding the safety of a cable-stayed
bridge. Thus, maintaining appropriate serviceability should
be emphasized as one of the primary concerns of bridge
maintenance efforts [11–13].

Most modern developed countries have design codes
that specify allowable serviceability levels for the cables of
cable-supported bridges. For example, in Korea, the Korean
Highway Bridge Design Code defines a serviceability failure
to have occurred when cable vibration amplitude exceeds
L/1600 at the middle of a stay cable under average wind
speed of less than 20 m/s, where L is the cable length
[14]. The US Department of Transportation classifies the
vibration comfort level of bridge users into three levels: ‘not
allowable’ when the cable vibration amplitude exceeds 2.0 D,
‘recommended’ when the cable vibration amplitude is near
1.0 D, and ‘preferred’ when the cable vibration amplitude
is near 0.5 D, where D is the diameter of the stay cable
[15]. In Japan, the serviceability of bridges with stay cables is
analyzed on the basis of the criterion of the Japanese Railway
Bridge Specifications, which defines allowable deflection as
L/2000 at midspan of the bridge deck, where L is the span
length in question [16]. In the Chinese Highway Cable-
stayed Bridge Design Specification, a serviceability failure is
considered to have occurred on a cable-stayed bridge when
the deflection at midspan of the bridge deck is over the
allowable deflection of the bridge, defined as L/400, where L
is the span length in question [1]. Although these allowable
serviceability levels are defined in the design codes, littlework
has been conducted to assess the effects of cable vibration
control on cable serviceability.

Accordingly, this study proposed and evaluated a ser-
viceability assessment method for stay cables equipped with
vibration control using the first-passage probability. A failure
event, in terms of the cable serviceability, was defined as
the case in which the subject cable response reached either
the upper or lower bound of serviceability provided by
the selected design code. The cable serviceability failure
probabilitywas thendetermined bymeans of the first-passage
problem using VanMarcke’s approximation. The remainder
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Figure 1: Inclined cable with sag and damper.

of this paper is organized as follows. The cable dynam-
ics are first briefly discussed considering cable sag, and
aerodynamic wind force is introduced as the external load
on the cables. Next, the proposed serviceability assessment
method is described and evaluated using an example cable-
stayed bridge located in Korea. The probability of stay cable
serviceability failure when subjected to a given wind force
is then evaluated and compared for cases with and without
vibration control.

2. Background

2.1. Cable Dynamics. This section describes the vibration-
controlled cable dynamics using an analysis that considers
cable characteristics including sag, inclination, static deflec-
tion, and flexural rigidity. Consider an inclined cable with
a vibration control device, as shown in Figure 1. Based on
previous studies [6, 17, 18], a cable system with a damper
can be expressed as a nondimensional partial differential
equation of motion for the transverse displacement V(𝑥, 𝑡) in
the domain 0≤ x ≤ 1 with boundary conditions V(0, 𝑡) = V(1, 𝑡)
= 0 for all 𝑡 as

V̈ (𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑐V̇ (𝑥, 𝑡) − 1𝜋2 V (𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝜆2𝜋2 [∫10 V (𝜉, 𝑡) 𝑑𝜉]= 𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝐹𝑑 (𝑡) 𝛿 (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑑) (1)

where c is the nondimensional viscous damping per unit
length; xd is the location of the damper; Fd(t) is the transverse
damping force at x = xd; V

(x,t) is the second order partial
derivative of displacement v with respect to x; V̈(𝑥, 𝑡) and
V̇(𝑥, 𝑡) denote partial derivatives with respect to t; f (x,t) is
the distributed load along the cable; 𝜆2 is the nondimensional
sag parameter; and 𝛿(x-xd) is the Dirac-delta function. The
nondimensional quantities describing the cable are related
to their corresponding dimensional quantities, which can be
found in [6].

The nondimensional parameter 𝜆2 considers the effect
of cable sag, inclination, and axial stiffness on the cable
dynamics [6, 18] as follows:
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𝜆2 = (𝜌𝑔𝐿 cos𝛼𝑇 ) 𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑇𝐿𝑒 = 64(𝑑𝐿)
2 𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑇𝐿𝑒

𝐿𝑒 = 𝐿[1 + 18 (𝜌𝑔𝐿 cos 𝛼𝑇 )2] ,
𝑑 = 𝐿𝑑 = 𝜌𝑔𝐿2 cos 𝛼8𝑇

(2)

where 𝜌 is the cable mass per unit length; 𝛼 is the inclination
angle; L is the cable length; Le is the stretched length of the
cable; T is the cable tension in the longitudinal direction
along the x-axis; d is the peak dimensional sag of the cable;
g is the gravity; E is the Young's modulus of the cable;
and A is a cross-sectional area of the cable. Note that the
nondimensional sag parameter 𝜆2 becomes zero when the
effect of cable sag is ignored.

The transverse cable motion v(x,t) can be assumed using
a finite series, formed of a combination of generalized
coordinates qj(t) and a set of shape functions 𝜙j(x), that
satisfies the boundary conditions 𝜙j(0) = 𝜙𝑗(1) = 0, where j
represents the mode number, as follows:

V (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑚∑
𝑗=1

𝑞𝑗 (𝑡) 𝜙𝑗 (𝑥) (3)

The shape functions of a cable without a damper 𝜙un,j(x) can
be assumed to be sinusoidal [19], while those of a cable with
a damper 𝜙con,j(x) include static deflection as the first shape
function and sinusoidal functions for the rest of the modes
[6, 19]. The shape functions for a cable without and with a
damper are as follows, respectively:𝜙𝑢𝑛,𝑗 (𝑥) = sin 𝑗𝜋𝑥 (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1, 𝑗 = 1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑚) (4)

𝜙𝑐𝑜𝑛,1 (𝑥) = (
𝑥𝑥𝑑 (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥𝑑)(1 − 𝑥)(1 − 𝑥𝑑) (𝑥𝑑 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1)

𝜙𝑐𝑜𝑛,𝑗+1 (𝑥) = sin 𝑗𝜋𝑥 (0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1, 𝑗 = 1, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑚 − 1)
(5)

wherem is the number of assumed modes.
The equation of motion in (1) can be expressed in matrix

form by substituting the cable motion in (3), multiplying by
the shape functions, then integrating over the length of the
cable. Considering the damper force Fd(t) and the additional
tension due to cable sag, a cable system with a damper can be
described in matrix form as [6, 18]

Mq̈ + Cq̇ + Kq = f (6)

𝑚𝑖𝑗 = ∫1
0
𝜙𝑖 (𝑥) 𝜙𝑗 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥,

𝑐𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝑑𝜙𝜙𝑇
𝑘𝑖𝑗 = 𝜆2𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑖 𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑗 + 𝑘𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑗 ,

𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) = ∫1
0
𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑡) 𝜙𝑖 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑖 𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑗 = 1𝜋2 ∫10 𝜙𝑖 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥∫10 𝜙𝑗 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥,
𝑘𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑗 = − 1𝜋2 ∫10 𝜙𝑖 (𝑥) 𝜙𝑗 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

(7)

where the mass M = [mij], damping C = [cij], stiffness
due to sag and tension K = [kij], generalized coordinates
q = [q1, q2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ qm]T, externally applied force f = [f 1, f 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
f m]

T, and damper load vector 𝜙 = [𝜙1(xd), 𝜙2(xd) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅𝜙m(xd)]T.
Among the various vibration control schemes available,

this study evaluated the passive viscous damper as it has
been installed widely on existing cable-stayed bridges [6].The
damper force Fd(t) depends on the type of control scheme
used when modeling the cable dynamics. When a passive
viscous damper is used to control the cable vibration, the
nondimensional damper force is 𝐹𝑑(𝑡) = −𝑐𝑑V̇(𝑥𝑑, 𝑡) where
the cd is nondimensional damping constant and V̇(𝑥𝑑, 𝑡) is
the nondimensional velocity at the location of the damper
V̇(𝑥𝑑, 𝑡) = 𝜙𝑇q̇ [6, 19]. In the case of a cable without a damper,
the nondimensional damping constant cd is zero.

2.2. Aerodynamic Wind Force. This section describes the
aerodynamic wind force applied to the cable in this study.
Let the external force f (x,t) in (1) be assumed to be the
aerodynamicwind forceW(t), which is uniformly distributed
on the cable as

𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑊 (𝑡) (8)

The wind force W(t) on the cable can be derived as a
combination of lift and drag forces caused by the oncoming
relative wind speed (Urel) as [20]

𝑊(𝑡) = 12𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐷𝑈2𝐶𝑦= 𝑊𝐿 (𝜓𝑡) cos (𝜓) + 𝑊𝐷 (𝜓𝑡) sin (𝜓)
𝑊𝐿 (𝜓𝑡) = 12𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐷𝑈2𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐶𝐿 (𝜓𝑡) ,
𝑊𝐷 (𝜓𝑡) = 12𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟𝐷𝑈2𝑟𝑒𝑙𝐶𝐷 (𝜓𝑡)

(9)

where 𝜌air is the air density; D is the diameter of the cable;
WL and WD are the lift and drag forces, respectively; CL
and CD are the lift and drag coefficients, respectively; and𝜓t is the summation of 𝜓, 𝜃0, and 𝜃, where 𝜓 is the angle
between the direction of the relative wind speed (Urel) and
the horizontal plane of the cable surface, 𝜃0 is the initial angle
of the rainwater rivulet, and 𝜃 is the instantaneous angle of
the rivulet.

The oncoming wind is composed of two components of
varying magnitude depending on its direction: one perpen-
dicular to the cable axis and the other parallel to the cable
axis. As thewind blowing on the cable in the parallel direction
has less of an effect on wind-rain induced vibration, this
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study considered only the oncoming wind in the direction
perpendicular to the cable axis, denoted by U.The oncoming
wind causing the cable vibration (U) can then be derived
by a function of the inclined angle of the cable (𝛼) and the
oncoming wind speed (U0) for a wind direction angle (𝛽) as
follows:

𝑈 = 𝑈0√cos2 𝛽 + sin2 𝛼 sin2 𝛽
= 𝑈0√sin2 𝛼 + cos2 𝛼 cos2 𝛽

𝛾 = arcsin( sin 𝛼 sin 𝛽√cos2 𝛽 + sin2 𝛼 sin2 𝛽)
(10)

where 𝛾 is the angle between the wind direction of U and
the horizontal plane of the cable surface. The relative wind
speed Urel with respect to a cable velocity ̇𝑦 is indicated for
an included angle 𝜓 by

𝑈𝑟𝑒𝑙 = √(𝑈 cos 𝛾)2 + ( ̇𝑦 + 𝑈 sin 𝛾)2
𝜓 = arctan ( ̇𝑦 + 𝑈 sin 𝛾𝑈 cos 𝛾 ) (11)

Thus, given the time history data of wind speed U and its
associated angles, the wind forceW(t) can be obtained. More
details regarding the derivation of wind force can be found in
[20].

3. Serviceability Assessment Method Using
VanMarcke’s First-Passage Probability

This section describes the proposed serviceability assessment
method for stay cables equipped with vibration control
measures. Most modern developed countries have design
specifications that define the serviceability failure of stay
cables [1, 14–16]. For example, the Korean design code states
that the maximum allowable deformation of a stay cable must
be less than 1/1600 of the cable length at the middle of the
cable under the external wind of mean speed less than 20m/s
for 10minutes [14].The proposed frameworkwas accordingly
designed to assess cable serviceability based on such design
specifications that define the point of serviceability failure.

The serviceability failure probability can be determined
as a first-passage problem using time history data of cable
vibration with and without vibration control. Let Pf(xs;𝜏)
be the first-passage failure probability of X(t) over a given
double-sided threshold |𝑥| = xs during a time interval t𝜖(0,𝜏),
where X(t) indicates the cable displacement. Note that the
threshold value xs is generally specified by the appropriate
design guideline. The approximated form of this probability
is [23]

𝑃𝑓 (𝑥𝑠; 𝜏) ≅ 1 − 𝐴 exp [−∫𝜏
0
𝛼 (𝑥𝑠; 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡] (12)

where A is the probability of X(t) in the safe domain at t =
0 and 𝛼(xs;t) is the conditional mean crossing rate at time t,
given no prior crossings.

Under VanMarcke’s approximation [25], the uncondi-
tional mean crossing rate of the envelope process 𝜂(xs;t) is
used instead of the conditional crossing rate 𝛼(xs;t) because
the conditional crossing rate depends on the bandwidth of the
process and duration time in the unsafe region. Additionally,
A is replaced with B, which indicates the probability that
the envelope process is in the safe domain at t = 0. Using
this approximation, the first-passage probability of the cable
response can be determined from the following equations:

𝑃𝑓 (𝑥𝑠; 𝜏) ≅ 1 − 𝐵 exp [−∫𝜏
0
𝜂 (𝑥𝑠; 𝑡) d𝑡]

𝐵 = 𝑃 [𝐸 (0) < 𝑥𝑠] = ∫𝑥𝑠
0
𝑓𝐸 (𝑒; 0) d𝑒

𝜂 (𝑥𝑠; 𝑡) = 𝑃 [𝐸 (𝑡) ≥ 𝑥𝑠] ] (0; 𝑡)𝑃 [𝐸 (𝑡) < 𝑥𝑠] [1
− exp( −]𝐸+ (𝑥𝑠; 𝑡)𝑃 [𝐸 (𝑡) ≥ 𝑥𝑠] V (0; 𝑡))]

(13)

where E(t) is the envelope process of X(t); v(xs;t) is the
unconditional mean crossing rate of |𝑋(𝑡)| over xs under the
Poisson approximation; f E(e;t) is the marginal probability
density function of E(t); and V𝐸

+(xs;t) is the unconditional
mean up-crossing rate of E(t).

When X(t) has a stationary and zero-mean Gaussian
distribution, 𝜂(xs;t) and v(xs;t) are functions of xs only. By
employing the envelope defined by [26], B and 𝜂(xs;t) in (13)
can be replaced with

𝐵 = 1 − exp(−𝑟22 ) (14)

𝜂 (𝑥𝑠) = ] (𝑥𝑠) {[1 − exp (−√𝜋/2𝛿1.2𝑟)][1 − exp (−𝑟2/2)] } (15)

where r = xs/𝜎X is the normalized threshold and 𝜎X is the
standard deviation of X(t). The safety factor characteriz-
ing the bandwidth of the process can be defined as 𝛿 =
(1−𝜆12/𝜆0𝜆2)1/2, where 𝜆m is the spectral moment for m = 0,
1, 2 defined by the frequency domain of the cable response as

𝜆0 = ∫∞
−∞

G𝑋𝑋 (𝜔) 𝑑𝜔 = 𝜎2𝑋
𝜆1 = ∫∞

−∞
|𝜔|G𝑋𝑋 (𝜔) 𝑑𝜔

𝜆2 = ∫∞
−∞

𝜔2G𝑋𝑋 (𝜔) 𝑑𝜔
(16)

where GXX(𝜔) is the power spectral density in the frequency
domain of the cable vibration X(t).

Using the VanMarcke’s first-passage failure probability,
this study determined the probability of cable system ser-
viceability failure, allowing the effect of vibration control on
the cable serviceability to be examined. The procedure used
in this study for the serviceability assessment of stay cables
equipped with vibration control is described in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of stay cable serviceability assessment considering vibration control.

Figure 3: Jindo Bridges (the Second Jindo Bridge is on the left).

4. Case Study: The Second Jindo Bridge

4.1. BridgeDescription. TheSecond Jindo Bridge was selected
as the case study for the proposed method of assessing
cable serviceability considering vibration control.TheSecond
Jindo Bridge, shown in Figure 3, is a 484-m long cable-
stayed bridge in Korea connecting Jindo Island to the town
of Haenam, a southwestern inland region of the Korean
Peninsula. In all, 15 different types of cables constitute the 60
total stays that support the bridge, and their properties are
summarized in Table 1 [21]. Despite the high-velocity tidal
currents at this bridge site, the bridge does not suffer from
any scour problem as the pylons were constructed on the
land. However, the bridge is only lightly damped and thus
vulnerable to both wind-rain and traffic-induced vibrations.

This study investigated Cables C10, C11, and C14 shown
in Table 1 to demonstrate the proposed serviceability assess-
ment method. A total of 20 shape functions, including one
static deflection term and 19 sine functions, were assumed
to construct the combined cable-damper model, which is
known to approximately represent the damped cable model
[19]. The cable sag due to self-weight was also considered in
the cable model in order to provide amore realistic numerical
simulation. The passive viscous damper was assumed to be
installed at 2% of the cable length and to have a damping
constant cd = 1.5, providing a 0.5% additional damping ratio
to the cable. Note that the damper is required to produce
at least 0.5% of the critical damping according to the bridge
design criteria in Korea [27].

4.2. Dynamic Simulation for Wind-Rain Induced Cable Vibra-
tion. Three oncoming wind speed (U0) cases consisting
of different 10-minute mean wind speeds (V10), shown in

Table 2, were considered to generate the simulated dis-
placement responses. All wind forces were assumed to be
uniformly applied to the cables. The time history wind data
for the three cases were obtained from the NatHaz On-line
Wind Simulator (NOWS) [28] for Exposure Category D, a
cut-off frequency of 5 Hz, and time duration of 18,000 s.
Note that Exposure Category D is the case for open ocean
according to ASCE 7-98. Based on a previous study [20],
the numerical analysis in this section simulated wind-rain
induced aerodynamic wind force under assumptions of a
cable inclination angle 𝛼 of 30∘, wind direction angle 𝛽 of 35∘,
initial angle 𝜃0 of 20∘, and instantaneous angle 𝜃 of 25∘.

The simulated responses in Case 1 were compared with
the actual measurements acquired during typhoon COM-
PASU to compensate for possible errors in the dynamic
simulations. Then, the generated wind force was modified by
matching the standard deviations of the simulated and mea-
sured displacements so that the generated results matched
the collected data. Let Cable C14 be taken as an example for
generating realistic wind forces. When typhoon COMPASU
was closest to the Jindo Bridge (Case 1), the dynamic dis-
placement response of Cable C14, which was converted from
the measured acceleration, indicated a standard deviation
of 0.0036 m over 60 s for a wind speed of 12.89 m/s. The
modified wind forces W(t) of Cable C14 for the three wind
cases in Table 2 from 8,000 to 10,000 s of the 18,000 s
evaluation period are provided in Figure 4. The wind forces
on the other cables were generated using the same procedure.

A time history analysis was conducted to obtain the dis-
placement responses of the cables with and without vibration
control. Figure 5 shows the resulting displacement responses
of Cable C14 and Table 3 summarizes the standard deviation,
maximum displacement, and control efficacy for each wind
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Table 1: Cable properties of the Second Jindo Bridge [21].

Cable Total length (m) Diameter (m) Unit mass (ton/m) Tension force (tonf)
ID Type
C10 07 X 109 96.515 0.095 0.0347 110.2
C11 07 X 109 110.940 0.095 0.0347 130.6
C14 07 X 139 157.880 0.106 0.0439 174.4
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Figure 4: Time histories of wind force W(t) for each wind case on Cable C14.

case. Note that the passive viscous damper with cd = 1.5 was
observed to reduce the cable vibration by 40–50% in most
cases, as shown in Table 3.

4.3. Serviceability Assessment. The probability of serviceabil-
ity failure was evaluated for the three target cables (C10,
C11, and C14) with and without vibration control under
the three wind cases as shown in Table 4. Note that the
serviceability failure criteria used in this study were adopted
from the Korean Highway Bridge Design Code [23], defined
as a displacement of over 1/1600 of the cable length at the
middle of the cable when the wind speed is less than 20 m/s
for 10 minutes. Using Cable C14 as an example, the cable
can be observed to bear the external wind force without
serviceability failure (Pf = 0) in Case 1 regardless of the
presence of the passive damper. In Case 2, the probability
of serviceability failure over one hour was 1.65x10−1 when
uncontrolled but was lowered to 1.15x10−12 when the passive
damper was included. Under the conditions of the most
powerful windmeasured in Korea (Case 3), the serviceability

of the uncontrolled cable exhibits definite failure, while
the passively controlled cable exhibits relatively high failure
probabilities of 3.59x10−1 and 5.89x10−1 for T = 3,600 s and
7,200 s, respectively.

The probability of serviceability failure can be adjusted
by changing the nondimensional damping constant (cd) as
it describes the performance of the passive viscous damper.
The probability of serviceability failure for Cable C14 in Case
3 is shown in Figure 6 for damping constants from 0 to
5.0 for T = 3,600 s. As would be expected, increasing the
damping constant of the passive damper mitigates the cable
vibration and results in a lower probability of serviceability
failure. Clearly, the probability of serviceability failure can be
effectively controlled to meet design guidelines by adjusting
the performance of the installed passive viscous dampers.

5. Conclusions

The present study proposed and evaluated a serviceability
assessment method for vibration control equipped stay cables
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Table 2: Three evaluated oncoming wind speed cases (U0).

Wind case 10-minute mean wind
speed (V10)

Description

Case 1 12.89 m/s Mean wind speed when typhoon COMPASUwas closest
to the Jindo Bridge (2010.09.01 PM 09:42-09:51) [22]

Case 2 20 m/s Mean wind speed criterion for serviceability failure as
defined in the Korean Highway Bridge Design Code [23]

Case 3 36 m/s
Maximummean wind speed when typhoon RUSA

(2002.08.31, the most powerful typhoon in Korea) passed
through the Korean peninsula [24]
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Figure 5: Time histories of cable vibration for cd = 1.5 on Cable C14.

when subjected to external wind forces causing wind-rain
induced vibration. The cable serviceability failure event used
in this method was defined according to when the cable
response reached either the upper or lower bound given in

the relevant bridge design code. Treating the cable behavior
as a first-passage problem, the probability of serviceability
failurewas assumed to be the probability of the cable response
first moving outside the defined limits during a prescribed
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Table 3: Numerical results of cable vibration (displacement) with/without vibration control on Cable C14.

Wind cases
Standard deviation Maximum displacement (m)

Un-controlled Passive control
(cd =1.5)

Control
efficacy (%) Un-controlled Passive control

(cd =1.5)
Control efficacy

(%)
Case 1
(V10 = 12.89 m/s) 6.45x10−3 3.32x10−3 48.53 2.71x10−2 1.38x10−2 49.01

Case 2
(V10 = 20 m/s) 1.72x10−2 9.21x10−3 46.45 7.10x10−2 3.82x10−2 46.20

Case 3
(V10 = 36 m/s) 2.82x10−2 1.64x10−2 41.84 1.17x10−1 8.41x10−2 28.12

Table 4: Calculated probability of serviceability failure (Pf ).

Case parameters Probability of serviceability failure (Pf)
Cable C10 Cable C11 Cable C14

Case 1
(V10 = 12.89 m/s)

Uncontrolled T = 3,600 s 8.92x10−6 0 0
T = 7,200 s 1.78x10−5 0 0

Passive control
(cd =1.5)

T = 3,600 s 0 0 0
T = 7,200 s 0 0 0

Case 2
(V10 = 20 m/s)

Uncontrolled T = 3,600 s 1 9.23x10−1 1.65x10−1

T = 7,200 s 1 9.94x10−1 3.04x10−1

Passive control
(cd =1.5)

T = 3,600 s 4.91x10−1 6.20x10−7 1.15x10−12

T = 7,200 s 7.40x10−1 1.24x10−6 2.30x10−12

Case 3
(V10 = 36 m/s)

Uncontrolled T = 3,600 s 1 1 1
T = 7,200 s 1 1 1

Passive control
(cd =1.5)

T = 3,600 s 1 1 3.59x10−1

T = 7,200 s 1 1 5.89x10−1
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Figure 6: Probability of serviceability failure of Cable C14 versus
nondimensional damping constants (cd) in Case 3.

time interval.The cable dynamicswere simulated considering
not only cable sag but also inclination angle, flexural rigidity,
and static deflection to construct a realistic cable model,
and a passive viscous damper was selected as the damping
device. By using a VanMarcke’s approximation, this study
then assessed the probability of serviceability failure of the
cables used in the Second Jindo Bridge in Korea depending

on the presence of vibration control. According to the
Korean Highway Bridge Design Code, the cable vibration
serviceability failure threshold was set to 1/1600 of the cable
length [14]. The proposed method showed a clear correlation
between the behavior calculated using the proposed method
and data collected under the same wind speed event. The
results demonstrate that the proposed serviceability assess-
ment method can be used to provide a guideline to determine
the possibility of using of a cable-stayed bridge and the
appropriate damping systems given the wind environment
and can serve as a criterion to establish the appropriate
time interval for assessing the probability of serviceability
failure.

Although this study provides a new perspective on the
serviceability assessment method of stay cables equipped
with vibration control, several limitations remain to be
addressed. First, in this study, the external force was assumed
to be only due to wind-rain induced vibration; however, in
reality, the applied external forces include various additional
factors, such as vortexes and traffic. If all such external forces
can be accurately modeled, the outcome of this method will
more closely reflect reality. Second, this study evaluated the
effects of a passive viscous damper as the control device to
identify the enhancement of cable serviceability. The assess-
ment of other control devices, such as themagnetorheological
(MR) damper, remains necessary to support the results of this
study.
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